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Award-successful novelist Vann Chow brings for you the world&apos;s first Bitcoin and
cryptocurrency crime fiction. Little did he know his invention will be quickly adopted and became

the latest fad of the town, got backed by worldwide banks, helped create the globe&apos;
Finance and various business journals around the world. His cousin&apos;Set in Shanghai, China,
the home of the world&apos;s first cryptocurrency Billionaire, and even attracted adoption from

a slew of criminals including South American counterfeit drug cartel and anonymous Eurasian
hackers slash Robbin-hoods. A highly anticipated launch as seen on Market Insider, Yahoo!s
largest cryptocurrency trading platform and the 6th largest cryptocurrency in the globe, the

novel Bitcoin Clowns tells the story of a, talented programmer Jong He who plunged in to the
mysterious and dark world of cryptocurrency and blockchain technologies because of a pet

cryptocurrency he created while a tale to mock the ICO speculative madness taking place around
the world. For the time being, his cousin Cao acquired disappeared because of financial issues at
his company that sold ill-designed cryptocurrency money of debatable legitimacy and his partner

was discovered dead in the office after a customer lost plenty of investments moving through
their hands.#1 Amazon Hot ERA (June 6th).s other sketchy business companions were reluctant

to tell him anything and law-enforcement was grossly not really acquainted with these new types
of financial instruments to see through the solid plot of deception in front of them. Jong had to
depend on his exceptional fortune, amazing courage and loyalties of his friends once again to
find his cousin and retrieve the lacking millions.Could Jong succeed, or would he end up being
sacrificed and fade into obscurity in the latest, fiercest fight of the century on the digital realm

for the kind of new digital gold and the energy to control essential businesses and even
governments around the world?The action-packed fiction told in first person perspective follows
Jong He, a highly intelligent but socially awkward Chinese programmer and his friends around

the financial capital of the united states in the cat-and-mouse chase of the biggest
cryptocurrency heist of our time.
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Love it This book is excellent. I never would have thought that a reserve about this subject
matter could possibly be so interesting, but they succeeded in that. The topic matter is pertinent
since crypto currency is actually popular and more likely to continue gaining popularity. It's filled
with action and the tale line is really good as well.
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